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Over the last few years, I have been developing a versatile, transportable project framework entitled Balena Project. A great three-dimensional
woollen common whale offers the pretext for developing parallel projects and activities (www.balenaproject.info).
These activities include Balena Project_Knotted Lines/Dissolved Clays Linee annodate/Argille disciolte: aimed mainly at children, the projects
may also be used with adult participants.
The idea behind the relative activities emerged during a Balena Project experience in Florence, at the Museo Marino Marini (2008), thanks to the
educational supervisors of the museum who had primary school children make around 600 whales out of clay during a series of workshops.
I then decided to take the models and place them on the bank of a river (the Trebbia) in the province of Piacenza.
The project presented here was carried out for the first time in the Assab One spaces, in Milan, in July 2009. On this occasion the various aspects
of the implementation process were perfected (that of play-learning, pedagogical features, etc.) and an evaluation was made of the adaptability of
the project in terms of space, the supervisors present, and the “slant” that may be given to approach it (understanding science, environmental
conservation, etc.).
http://www.assab-one.org/home_assabone.php?n=370&action=passato&l=it
The intervention proposal is made up of two parts that take place simultaneously:
a
The first concerns the screening of an animated video of varying length, showing drawings of the contributions made by those who have in some
way taken part in the Balena Project since 2004. It is thus a work in progress which will come to an end with the conclusion of the project itself,
and with the transformation of the mother whale image into a series of other objects and stories.
The drawings are animated by Francesca Dainotto, who uses the black line of which the images are made up like a thread that ties itself in knots,
and as it does so forms new figures against a dimensionless white background. A continuous interweaving between different people, places and
times. The soundtrack was produced by Invernomuto for the initial presentation of the video at the Ikon Gallery in Birmingham in 2008.

b

The second calls for the active involvement of the children – of school age – who will take part in the project. The children carry out a collective
task that does not end with the production of the object: the idea is for the children to then follow the development of their objects as they transform,
if they wish to.
During the preparation stage, a mound of wet clay is put in place, kept wet so that it may be used for a number of days, and from which the children
may take a handful each to mould so as to create their own little whale sculptures. A team of supervisors is needed to work with the children, the
number of which may vary according to the number of children. There is already a group of three people* who have taken part in the project in
the past, and who therefore know how to manage the various phases.
The children then take their sculptures to a suitable area for the natural drying stage. At the end of the workshops, the whales are then gathered up
and taken to a selected spot, if possible on a riverbank, along the side of a stream or on a beach. Once abandoned there, among the pebbles or in
the middle of the sand, they disappear naturally due to their contact with the water and other atmospheric elements, and their deterioration
process is documented in photographs at regular intervals.
The children may thus monitor their sculptures via a special blog and observe their transformation and disappearance.
The place where the sculptures are to be deposited could be a place of which the water resources are at risk of being exploited or where human
intervention has brought about a far-reaching environmental impact (a number of natural springs come to mind which have disappeared in certain
areas of the Tuscan-Emilian Apennines because of the works for the high-speed railway line).
The project could thus be linked to cases of local opposition (citizens’ associations or even examples of virtuous interventions by private citizens);
it becomes a way of talking to children about issues which are only apparently local and for which, in a broad sense, we are all jointly responsible.
*Paola Civardi, Serena Cattaneo, Francesca Dainotto.

DOWNLOAD VIDEOS :
Balena Project_ knotted lines, 2008
Video Animation, about 60 minutes.
Animation by Francesca Dainotto. Sound by Invernomuto. Drawings Claudia Losi.
http://www.vimeo.com/7746013

Knotted Lines /Dissolved Clays_assabone, 2009
Videos of the activities carried out at the AssabOne, July ‘08
http://www.vimeo.com/7852822

Balena Project _ Knotted Lines/ Dissolved Clays
Assab One, Milan, July 2009

Balena Project _ Knotted Lines/ Dissolved Clays
Placed along the bank of a tributary of the river Trebbia,
Rivergaro (Province of Piacenza), June 2009

Balena Project _ Knotted Lines/ Dissolved Clays
Placed along the bank of a tributary of the river Trebbia,
Rivergaro (Province of Piacenza), June 2009

